RationalFX Refer a Friend
Terms and Conditions
1. The title of this offer is “Refer a friend”.
2. This offer is promoted by RationalFX of Level 32, One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London
E14 5AA (company number 05385999).
3. This offer runs from 1 March 2017 (“Opening Date”) until 1 September 2017 (“Closing
Date”) inclusive (the “Offer Period”).
4. The term “Referrer” means an existing private or business client of RationalFX, being an
individual or a business client, who refers the offer to the Referred.
5. The term “Referred” means a friend, family member or business contact of the Referrer and
who subsequently becomes a new private or corporate client of RationalFX by opening an
international payments account with RationalFX within the Offer Period.
6. The offer is only open to people aged 18 or over residing in the United Kingdom, France,
Germany or Spain and who are existing private or corporate clients of RationalFX, or who
become a new private or corporate client of RationalFX by opening a RationalFX
international payments account within the Offer Period. Amazon vouchers will only be
redeemable in your country of residence, as specified during your registration.
7. The Referrer and Referred cannot reside at the same address.
8. This offer is not available to RationalFX employees or their direct family members, and any
referring partners (current affiliated and their employees).
9. This offer is not available in conjunction with any other RationalFX offer.
10. Under this offer, the Referrer and the Referred will each receive an Amazon online voucher
code to the value of £50 (“Amazon Voucher”) where:
a. the Referred follows the URL link sent to the Referred in the referral communication
(which may be by email or social media invitation) and completes the registration
for a RationalFX international payments account (“RationalFX Account”) within the
Offer Period; and
b. within 90 days of opening a RationalFX Account, the Referred transacts more than
£10,000 (in a single trade) (“Qualifying Trade”).
11. The offer is not applicable to our regular payment plan, meaning that the Referred must
make a single trade of over £10,000.
12. You represent and warrant to us that you have obtained the express consent to receipt of
the offer from the individuals or businesses whose data you provide us with, or if you choose
to send the offer directly to a friend that you have their express consent to do so, and you

consent to us using your personal data (namely you full name and email address) to confirm
with the Referred that you are the Referrer.
13. The offer is subject to the Referred being accepted as a new private or corporate client of
RationalFX upon registering for a RationalFX Account to which our standard terms and
conditions apply: https://www.rationalfx.com/sites/default/files/RationalFXTermsandConditions-171016.pdf. Opening a RationalFX Account and the acceptance of
orders is at the sole discretion of RationalFX.
14. Payments made to the Referrer are not eligible.
15. The Amazon Voucher is sent via email to the email registered with the relevant RationalFX
Account.
16. The Amazon Voucher will be sent within 28 days of the Qualifying Trade being completed by
the Referred.
17. The Amazon Voucher is non-transferable and there is no cash alternative. All goods and/or
services which constitute the Amazon Voucher are subject to the terms and conditions of
the relevant service provider. RationalFX makes no representation and offers no warranty in
respect of those goods and/or services and accepts no liability in respect of the same.
18. The Referrer can refer an unlimited number of friends or family members, or business
contacts.
19. You may only use our offer in good faith for lawful purposes. You may not create more than
one account in order to invite yourself; invite others that created duplicate accounts, use
alternative contact information to refer yourself or others that created duplicate accounts;
invite members that you do not know personally; invite an existing customer of RationalFX;
invite fictitious persons; do anything that damages RationalFX brand, goodwill or reputation;
or make payments to another user that are not genuine payments.
20. You may not use this offer in (i) any way that breaches any applicable local, national or
international law or regulation; or (ii) any way that is unlawful or fraudulent, or has any
unlawful or fraudulent purpose or effect.
21. Use of the offer is at the Referrer's discretion. If the Referrer is not allowed, for any reason,
to receive the Amazon Voucher or will unfairly or illegally benefit from receiving the Amazon
Voucher then they must not do so.
22. Any decisions regarding the validity of referrals are at the discretion of RationalFX.
23. RationalFX has the right to refuse to fulfil the offer if (in its sole and absolute discretion)
RationalFX suspects that you have not used the offer in good faith or have breached these
conditions.

24. We accept no responsibility for transactions not successfully completed due to a technical
fault, technical malfunction, computer hardware or software failure, satellite, network or
server failure of any kind.
25. RationalFX may revise these terms and conditions at any time by amending this page.
Continued use of the offer shall amount to acceptance of the agreement in force at that
time.
26. RationalFX reserves the right to amend, alter, change or suspend the offer at any time,
without notice; and terminate the offer at any time, without notice. In the event the offer is
terminated, RationalFX will not be obliged to fulfil a claim for the Amazon Vouchers that
would have otherwise qualified.
27. These terms and conditions shall be governed by English law, and the parties submit to the
jurisdiction of the English courts.
28. Contact RationalFX for any questions on this offer at: invitefriends@rationalfx.com

